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Key findings 

 

• The majority of Ballyboe stream is heavily straightened and 

realigned. This greatly inhibits natural stream processes and reduces 

habitat quality. Options to address this range from full channel 

restoration down to simple woody material installation or waterline 

planting.  

• Fine sediment input from livestock poaching is negatively impacting 

substrate habitat quality; this is particularly associated with cattle 

drinking bays. Providing alternative, offline watering could greatly 

reduce the issue.  

• Fish passage is relatively good throughout the stream, with good 

access for sea trout, and therefore the potential for recolonisation if 

required. Small obstructions were observed and reducing their impact 

could improve potential for dispersal of fish around the catchment. 
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1. Introduction 

At the request of Inishowen Rivers Trust, the Wild Trout Trust visited 

Ballyboe Stream, a small watercourse that discharges into Trawbreaga Bay, 

to assess habitat quality and offer recommendations on habitat 

improvements that could be made. The assessment was undertaken as a 

combination of spot-checks, in the upper section, and walkover, with the 

report written from the upstream end of the catchment working 

downstream. As such, the photograph ID numbers generally increase with 

progression down the catchment, but some may be omitted from the final 

report or used slightly out of sequence.  

Normal convention is applied throughout this report with respect to bank 

identification, i.e. the banks are designated left bank (LB) or right bank (RB) 

whilst looking downstream. Reference to upstream and downstream is often 

abbreviated to u/s or d/s respectively. Latitude and longitude (decimal) are 

used to identify specific locations. 

2. Background  
Table 1 – Waterbody details 

Waterbody Name  Ballyboe_10 

Waterbody ID  IE_NW_40B030400 

Operational Catchment  Coastal 

Management Catchment  IE_NW_WestInishowen 

River Basin District  North Western 

U/S location inspected  55.297973, -7.182558 

D/S location inspected  55.291907, -7.243612 

Length of river 

inspected (KM) 

5.5 

As the Ballyboe Stream is captured within the Malin Stream waterbody, only 

limited data are available on the www.catchments.ie website. However, the 

waterbody is currently ‘Poor’ status and classed as ‘at risk’ from diffuse 

pollution - agriculture (notably pasture) and septic tank. In addition, heavy 

siltation was noted at the Ballyboe_010 biological monitoring site. 

Table 2 – Water Framework Directive status 

 
https://catchments.ie/wp-content/files/subcatchmentassessments/40_3 

Malin[Stream]_SC_010 Subcatchment Assessment WFD Cycle 2.pdf

http://www.catchments.ie/
https://catchments.ie/wp-content/files/subcatchmentassessments/40_3%20Malin%5bStream%5d_SC_010%20Subcatchment%20Assessment%20WFD%20Cycle%202.pdf
https://catchments.ie/wp-content/files/subcatchmentassessments/40_3%20Malin%5bStream%5d_SC_010%20Subcatchment%20Assessment%20WFD%20Cycle%202.pdf
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3. Catchment overview map (including locations for photographs appearing in the report) 
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4. Habitat Assessment  

The Ballyboe Stream was walked during what are thought to be low/slightly 

elevated summer flow; conditions suitable to assess riparian and in-channel 

habitat.  

4.1. Upper section (spot-checks) 

 
Ba3. The furthest u/s inspection site fro the watercourse was the road 

crossing at Trenatubber. U/s of the road, the watercourse is small and 

straightened but appeared reasonably well buffered with vegetation.  
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Ba4. Further investigation of the watercourse revealed a significant growth 

of sewage fungus across the bed and on trailing vegetation (55.297903, -

7.182542). This excessive greyish biofilm growth (actually caused by 

bacteria) highlights significant pollution and elevated nutrients. The issue is 

usually the result of poorly maintained septic tanks, yard runoff, or slurry 

or silage liquor entering a watercourse. Access permissions for further 

investigation of any discharges from the two properties u/s is required.  

 
Ba5. D/s of the road, the watercourse remains heavily straightened but well 

buffered. The LB field appeared un-grazed and RB field appeared to be cut 

for fodder.  
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Ba6. A small tributary/ditch is of minimal value as a watercourse 

(55.296547, -7.17981), but was buffer fenced, reducing the potential for 

erosion and pollution, providing an adequate standoff is maintained when 

fertilising the fields to avoid over-spray, or surface runoff in wet weather. 

 
Ba7. The following section of Ballyboe watercourse d/s to the next spot-

check (55.291537, -7.18554) remains straightened and incised (as is the 

majority of this catchment). Much of the watercourse appeared buffered 

with electric fence, reducing erosion and preserving riparian habitat, but the 

lack of bends and depth variation limit its ability to create pools or retain 

gravel substrate suitable for fish spawning; it could support juvenile fish.  
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Ba8. The twin pipe culvert at the next spot-check posed no real issue for 

fish or sediment transport, being sunken below current water level at this 

point – facilitated by a small weir d/s (55.291497, -7.185697). 

 
Ba9. D/s of the culvert, the watercourse is buffered on the LB but livestock 

have access from the RB where grazing pressure appeared to be focussed 

within the field but is sufficient to prevent natural vegetation diversity. A 

small area of LB erosion (white circle) appeared to be associated with the 

small weir (yellow ellipse); a board on the right bank may also deflect 

particularly high flow.  
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Ba10. The small vertical weir, a few metres d/s of the culvert (which 

facilitates drowning of the culvert bed), potentially creates an issue for eel 

and juvenile fish dispersal. This could be significant on a small watercourse 

with such degraded and fragmented habitat (55.291488, -7.185768). 

 
Ba13. A small LB tributary/ditch had recently been dredged (55.291052, -

7.187308). While the ecological value of that watercourse was probably 

minimal, the cumulative impact of associated fine sediment input to the 

main stream (particularly when this work is undertaken numerous times 

around the catchment) should not be overlooked. 
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Ba14. U/s of 55.291492, -7.192558, the stream was unfenced but 

appeared to be used largely for fodder production, with a small, vegetated 

buffer established in the uncut field margins.  

 
Ba15. D/s of 55.291492, -7.192558 was a similar scenario, although the 

RB was fenced (presumably for some time by the visibly improved species 

divresity), potentially suggesting a light impact from past grazing/aftermath 

grazing on the LB. Note how the straightened, uniform width and incision 

of the channel has left the watercourse enclosed and overshadowed in many 

areas. 
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Ba16. Coarse substrate is present on the bed (largely cobble size), but the 

poorly sorted substrate and lack of finer gravel provides minimal fish 

spawning potential in most areas. Historical sediment removal, al lack of 

resupply and possibly poor retention at high flows within the confined, 

uniform channel are likely to be the major issues. 

 
Ba19. Around 55.290407, -7.19633, the channel runs alongside the road, 

with grazing impacting upon on the RB plant diversity. In-channel habitat 

could support juvenile salmonids but no spawning habitat was observed. 
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Ba21. The substrate is largely coarse, but a smothering of fine sediment 

creates an impact in slower-flowing areas, again highlighting elevated 

inputs u/s.  

 

 
Ba23. Areas of the RB are also suffering from localised poaching/erosion 

(55.290407, -7.19633). 
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Ba28. A small RB tributary ditch had been recently dredged (55.289727, -

7.202388). The cumulative impact of this work will increase the fine 

sediment supply to the main channel, particularly in wet conditions.  

 
Ba29. The channel u/s of 55.29024, -7.20243 was buffered on both banks 

and had been left un-dredged for sufficient time for beneficial emergent 

vegetation to establish and diversify the simplified channel. The 

proliferation of these low-flow species is a symptom of previous dredging, 

fine sediment deposition and uniform flow conditions, but they provide 

some potential habitat structure for fish and invertebrates.  
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Ba32. At 55.29024, -7.20243, a track culvert created a small obstacle 

within the channel, exacerbated by a metal bar crossing the bed, also 

creating a potential for further blockage. 

 
Ba33. The channel d/s was unfenced, and a crossing point created a source 

of fine sediment (55.290227, -7.202452). Areas of the next ~0.8km d/s 

retains some bends (although is still largely straightened) and the channel 

morphology and substrate quality improved. This section could be a good 

place to focus light-touch improvement work like bankside fencing, 

waterline tree planting and in-channel woody material, to optimise one of 

the few slightly higher quality channel sections.  
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Ba34. U/s of a crossing point at 55.290098, -7.207157, dredging had 

recently been undertaken, creating notable habitat degradation and fine 

sediment input. 

 

 
Ba35. The culvert retained a natural bed, although it was heavily impacted 

by fine sediment deposition (55.290067, -7.207198). 
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Ba36. D/s, the RB was fenced but livestock had access to the LB and 

poaching and fine sediment input were occurring (55.290033 -7.207282). 

 

 
Ba38. U/s of the road at the next spot-check (55.290005, -7.20887), the 

LB was recently fenced. The RB appeared to be mainly cut for fodder, 

leaving a reasonably well vegetated buffer. Again, the extent of past 

dredging has led to uniform deposition and subsequent encroachment of 

emergent vegetation as the channel is no longer able to naturally maintain 

its dimensions.  
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Ba39. D/s of the road, the watercourse appeared to be well buffered, with 

abundant vegetation, but the incised channel was overshaded. 

 
Ba40. U/s of Chapel View Road (55.288428 -7.209822), the watercourse 

was well buffered and vegetated. If anything, a little over-shaded by 

vegetation again, and clearly more straightened than the slightly improved 

section further u/s. Note how tall vegetation can easily collapse over the 

deeply incised channel, to a greater extent than is likely to occur in a 

naturally shallower and more diverse channel.  
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Ba47. The Chapel View Road culvert created an obstruction to fish, owing 

to the downstream step and shallow water through the pipe (55.288435, -

7.209918). Rearranging a few rocks at the d/s could improve u/s passage 

slightly. If scaled up, using more materials, a simple rock ramp easement 

could be created here (and at similar issues around the catchment). 

However, fluming and high velocities will still be problematic at high flow. 

 
Ba44. D/s of the culvert the wider channel and coarse substrate provide 

beneficial habitat diversity (although note the fine sediment issue). It is the 

lack of wider and narrower areas (in addition to bends) that makes the 

uniformly dredged sections elsewhere particularly poor habitat quality.  
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Ba48. Just d/s of the culvert, earthwork had recently been undertaken, 

seemingly to improve a connecting drain (55.288056, -7.209492). This 

again will add to the fine sediment inputs. 

 

 
Ba49. The final spot-checks were undertaken around the R243 road 

crossing (55.287063, -7.218318). Looking u/s, the watercourse appeared 

to be straightened, with a mix of un-grazed and buffer fenced banks.  
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Ba50. The land use was similar d/s, with relatively new looking buffer 

fences around most fields.  

 
Ba53. In-channel, the less-dredged bed around the road crossing retained 

valuable coarse substrate, and the naturalised channel provided reasonable 

quality juvenile salmonid habitat. In extreme conditions, some trout 

populations will spawn on very coarse, exposed substrate, but that is more 

likely to be an evolutionary adaptation than a response to habitat 

degradation, so restoring gravel riffles is likely to be required.  
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4.2. Lower section - walkover  

 
Ba55. The walkover commenced at a lone bend, around 55.285462-

7.227557, from which point the watercourse is straightened d/s (as it 

largely is u/s to the last spot-check – although some slight channel 

adjustment appeared to have occurred there over time).  

 
Ba59. The featureless section d/s has clearly been dredged quite recently, 

but the widened channel does now offer space for improvement with habitat 

structures to move the flow from one bank side to the other and reinstate 

more natural hydromorphological processes (55.286217, -7.228228). 

Introduction of 10-40mm gravel would also be beneficial. 
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Ba67. Turning some of the few cobbles remaining in this largely silty section 

did reveal caseless and cased caddis (white ellipse), as well as mayfly 

nymphs (yellow circle). 

 
Ba68. In the next field d/s, the channel had developed some sinuosity, but 

was overshaded by vegetation (55.287263, -7.229175). As with some 

sections viewed u/s, the overshading is still a lesser issue than grazed, 

eroding banks. The lower intensity agriculture of the adjacent field here 

may offer potential for channel restoration.  
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Ba69. The next RB field d/s (55.288398, -7.230113), was more intensively 

managed for fodder production, with clear signs of slurry runoff (white 

ellipse) from the field into the watercourse in wet conditions. This pollution 

should be addressed by a farm advisory visit or reporting the incident to 

the appropriate authority.  

 
Ba70. The slightly more sinuous channel and higher quality (although 

impacted by fine sediment) substrate in this area suggests reduced severity 

and/or frequency of dredging here. Even without restoration, increasing 

structure within the channel (waterline tree planting or woody material) 

could help to scour and sort the bed (55.288395 -7.230085).  
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Ba73. The crossing at 55.289537, -7.230083 maintains a natural bed and 

poses no issues. 

 

 
Ba75. A cattle drink in the LB field d/s of the crossing point creates 

significant poaching and fine sediment input just d/s of the crossing 

(55.289585, -7.2305). 
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Ba77. Same location as Ba75: note the bed, heavily infiltrated with fine 

material. However, the coarser gravel component demonstrates basic 

potential if the fine sediment inputs can be addressed.  

 
Ba78. The LB is fenced (other than the drinking point), but the RB is 

unfenced. Ideally, the RB would be fenced to improve riparian habitat 

quality, but the grazing pressure appeared to be a lesser issue than some 

other areas at the time of the walkover. From around this area, the gradient 

appeared to reduce (although quite difficult to ascertain from such a 

straightened watercourse), which appeared to be reflected in the substrate 

and macrophytes.  
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Ba81. A short section of the major RB tributary of Ballyboe Stream was 

walked from around the R243 crossing (55.291173, -7.231482). 

Interestingly, this actually appears as a more major watercourse than the 

Ballyboe on most maps but was smaller in reality. U/s of the road, the 

watercourse appeared deepened but was straightened to a lesser extent 

than much of the main Ballyboe Stream. It appeared to be fenced, although 

the much of the fencing was not stockproof.  

 
Ba82. The road crossing bridge posed no issues for fish or sediment 

movement, maintaining a natural bed (55.291173, -7.231482). 
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Ba84. Despite descending the valley side, the tributary was a far more 

sinuous watercourse than the Ballyboe (lower gradient watercourses in the 

valley bottom should generally meander more), highlighting the extreme 

extent of straightening that has occurred to the Ballyboe over the years.  

 

 
Ba88. The very straight, main Ballyboe Stream d/s from the confluence 

was fenced, but it was no longer stockproof on the LB (55.290807, -

7.234473). 
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Ba95. Severely poached drinking bay on the RB (55.29115, -7.235083). 

Note how the mud bulging out across the channel, and the bed smothering 

d/s.  

 

 
Ba100. The low-flow, silt-loving aquatic macrophytes in this lower dredged 

and uniform section do provide some potential habitat for juvenile 

salmonids, although the character of the stream is far from natural. 
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Ba103. The fields d/s appeared to be aftermath sheep grazed. The stream 

would benefit from buffer fencing, although the grazing regime appeared to 

be focusing most of the grazing pressure upon the grass regrowth within 

the field (55.291355, -7.236578). 

 
Ba104. At 55.29142-7.236832, the LB was fenced for a short section, but 

livestock had access from the RB side and were gaining access further d/s 

on the LB. The RB grazing pressure was sufficient to have an impact upon 

the vegetation diversity, but the banks appeared stable.  
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Ba107. Poaching of the RB occurring through livestock access from the LB 

(55.291652, -7.238165). 

 

 
Ba108. Livestock access to the LB at what appeared to be a more deliberate 

cattle drink, where significant poaching was occurring (55.291822, -

7.238683). 
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Ba111. There were signs of livestock poaching the RB into the watercourse 

within the next field d/s (55.292113, -7.239158) but they were largely 

excluded from LB with a dilapidated fence. 

 
Ba113. Around 55.292083-7.23999, the LB land appeared to be cut for 

fodder, then grazed, with an impact upon bank stability from poaching. The 

RB was fenced, although it was failing and not stockproof in several areas.  
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Ba118. In the final field d/s to the road crossing, the watercourse was 

electric fenced on both sides, although livestock were gaining access and 

poaching the banks (u/s of 55.291928, -7.243517). Low areas within the 

LB field (right of shot) may well represent the stream’s paleochannel.  

 
Ba119. The bridge at the road crossing was clear-span and posed no issues 

for fish or sediment movement (55.291928, -7.243517). This point was the 

d/s limit for the walkover as the land d/s was rough, unimproved grazing 

(mainly horses) and the watercourse became tidal a short distance d/s. 

Fencing stock out of the riparian zone throughout those lower fields would 

be beneficial. 
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5. Summary and recommendations 

During extended habitat surveys of this type, general themes usually occur 

among the observations and recommendations, so each will be covered by 

a brief summary, with a simplified, tabulated list provided as an appendix. 

5.1. Channel modification and maintenance  

The majority of Ballyboe stream is heavily straightened and realigned, with 

an associated impact upon channel morphology and habitat quality. It is 

actually difficult to ascertain whether some sections are actually natural 

catchment or potentially the result of land drainage, particularly some of 

the smaller watercourse sections. As such, the stream is overly straight and 

lacks the deeper pools that would be found at sharper bends, and the 

valuable discrete gravel bars and riffles that would be created between 

them; instead, generally displaying elongated sections of riffle, glide or 

shallow pool.  

The uniform capacity channel is subject to relatively uniform fine sediment 

deposition in low flows, exacerbating the impact of the numerous inputs 

observed. At high flows, the same channel uniformity and extent of channel 

incision is likely to limit the retention of gravels and the high earth banks 

will yield minimal subsidy of gravel or cobble. Consequently, the past 

channel maintenance is likely to have a long-lasting impact unless 

addressed through channel restoration.  

This assertion was supported by the general lack of potential spawning 

substrate observed. A more detailed geomorphological audit would be 

beneficial, but the high associated cost may be better spent directly upon 

addressing the immediate and glaring issues through channel restoration 

(where possible) or habitat improvement structures and gravel 

augmentation.  

Recommendations for specific sections are highlighted in the appendix, but 

a two-tiered approach could be initiated, focussing efforts of improvements 

with discrete habitat structures like woody material introduction into the 

least dredged areas (and one over-widened section Ba59), to kick-start 

natural processes. In parallel, potential sites should identified (through 

landowner consent) where full restoration could be undertaken to provide 

at least some refugia for healthy aquatic wildlife populations.  

5.2. Diffuse pollution - fine sediment input 

The primary source of fine sediment input on the catchment appeared to be 

livestock access, through unfenced riparian areas and, more often, online 

drinking bays (often in fenced fields). Replacing old fencing, buffer fencing 

currently unfenced areas and providing alternative watering would greatly 

improve whatever beneficial habitat areas remain. Mains water is generally 

best if possible, also delivering health benefits to livestock (but is not always 
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agreeable with farmers owing to cost). The next best options are usually 

pasture pumps (for low-medium intensity use) and solar pumps for higher 

use (usually located in less accessible areas – to avoid theft). A larger 

header tank/trough can be employed to feed other smaller troughs and 

maintain supply).  

5.3. Point source pollution 

The only point source pollution observed was around the upper limit of the 

assessment. It is highly probable that the issue is resulting from an 

unmaintained septic tank or, possibly more likely owing to the scale of the 

issue, direct runoff from a yard, slurry store or silage clamp. Further 

investigation there is required and could initially take the form of a friendly 

farm visit by Inishowen Rivers Trust – as undertaken by many other RTs. 

Failing any action to address the issue, a more formal enforcement 

approach may be required.  

5.4. Fish populations 

No fish were observed on the stream, but habitat capable of supporting 

juvenile trout was certainly present. Although not ideal, some of the deeper 

pool areas could also hold small adult trout. Even if the success was limited, 

spawning within the less impacted areas could conceivably support a limited 

trout population, so it would not be surprising if this tenacious species were 

still present. Straying from other nearby watercourse also has the potential 

to recolonise the stream with sea trout as the few obstructions observed 

were not prohibitive. However, addressing all obstructions to fish movement 

would also be beneficial. The aforementioned habitat 

improvements/restoration would also greatly assist the recovery of trout 

populations. 

Juvenile electrofishing surveys could help to ascertain the state of fish 

populations on the stream, and recruitment (if present), but would require 

trained staff and electrofishing equipment. Alternatively, Environmental 

DNA (eDNA) analysis of water samples could provide a quick and easy way 

of ascertaining whether trout are present. The process can detect even 

minute traces of an organism’s DNA that are shed to the environment, so if 

they’re there, they should be detectable. However, this would provide no 

information on their location or abundance, unlike electrofishing. 

6. Making it happen 

The WTT may be able to offer further assistance such as:  

• WTT Practical Visit  

o Where recipients require assistance to carry out the 

improvements highlighted in an advisory report, there is the 

possibility of WTT staff conducting a practical visit or workshop. 
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This would consist of 1-3 days’ work, with a WTT Conservation 

Officer(s) teaming up with interested parties to demonstrate 

habitat enhancement methods (e.g. tree kickers, lodged woody 

material, willow laying etc.). 

o We can also provide advice and support in initiating and/or 

delivering any larger habitat enhancement projects.  

All appropriate permission and licences should be sought prior to 

undertaking any work within the river channel.  

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and PDF 

format on habitat management and improvement: 

www.wildtrout.org/content/wtt-publications 

We have also produced a 70-minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working for Wild 

Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river habitat 

for wild trout, with examples of good and poor habitat and practical 

demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of film cover 

key topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing fish 

populations and managing invasive species.  

The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop 

www.wildtrout.org/shop/products/rivers-working-for-wild-trout-dvd or by 

calling the WTT office on 02392 570985. 
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Table 3 – Summary of Observations and recommendations  

Priority is scored on the severity of issues and feasibility of achieving the mitigation in the short-medium term, to focus 

project effort rather than simply scoring the severity of issues alone. As such, major channel restoration may score lower 

owing to reduced feasibility (particularly in deeply incised sections), permissions or cost. However, full channel restoration 

and/or riffle reinstatement would be the ideal solution in most areas.  

Name Photo Coordinates  Observation/recommendation Priority 

Ba4 

 

55.297903, -7.182542 Pollution/sewage fungus. Further investigation u/s. 1 

Ba9 

 

D/s of  

55.291488, -7.185768 
Livestock access (RB) 3 

Ba10 

 

55.291488, -7.185768 Small weir 2 
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Ba13 

 

55.291052, -7.187308 Dredging 2-3 

Ba23 

 

55.290407, -7.19633 Livestock access and poaching (RB) 2 

Ba28 

 

55.289727, -7.202388 Dredging 2 

Ba32 

 

55.29024, -7.20243 Obstruction 2-3 

Ba33 

 

55.290227, -7.202452 

1. Livestock access and Crossing point 
 

 
2. The ~0.8km downstream should be a focus for habitat 

improvement work owing to the slightly reduced 
channel straightening and degradation in some areas.  

1 
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Ba34 

 

55.290098, -7.207157 Dredging 1 

Ba36 

 

55.290033 -7.207282 Livestock access and poaching (LB) 2 

Ba36 

 

55.288435, -7.209918 
Obstruction to fish passage – the installation of more coarse 
stone could fashion a crude rock ramp, elaborating upon what 
is already there to improve fish passage.  

2 

Ba48 

 

55.288056, -7.209492 Dredging 2 

Ba59 

 

55.286217, -7.228228 

Dredging  

 
Good potential for meandering the flow. This is listed as a 

higher priority owing to the ease of completion and would 
greatly benefit from the introduction of gravels 

1-2 
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Ba68 

 

55.287263, -7.229175 
Possible channel restoration site in lower quality agricultural 
land.  

1 

Ba69 

 

55.288398, -7.230113 Slurry runoff to watercourse.  1 

Ba70 

 

55.288395 -7.230085 
Potential for improvement with waterline planting and/or in-

channel structures 
1-2 

Ba75 

 

55.289585, -7.2305 Livestock access and severe poaching (LB) 1 

Ba78 

 

55.289585, -7.2305 Livestock access (RB) 3 
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Ba78 

 

u/s of  
55.291173, -7.231482 

Livestock access to one or both banks u/s 2 

Ba88 

 

55.290807, -7.234473 Livestock access (LB) 2 

Ba95 

 

55.29115, -7.235083 Livestock access and very severe poaching at drinking bay (RB) 1 

Ba103 

 

u/s of  

55.291355, -7.236578 
Livestock access 3 

Ba104 

 

55.29142-7.236832 Livestock access RB (same field as Ba108) 2-3 
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Ba108 

 

55.291652, -7.238165 

& 
55.291822, -7.238683 

Livestock access from LB (same field as Ba104) 2 

Ba111 

 

55.292113, -7.239158 Livestock access from RB 2 

Ba113 

 

55.292083-7.23999 Livestock access from both banks 2 

Ba118 

 

u/s of 55.291928, -

7.243517 

1. Livestock access from both banks 
 

2. Possible channel restoration site if the low areas of the 
field are paleochannels 

2 

Ba119 

 

d/s of 55.291928, -
7.243517 

Livestock access 3 


